VEGAN
VISIBILITY
Impacts us all
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Movies influence
social culture and
have a tremendous
impact on human
behavior.

Vegans are absent
in movies!
We need more
positive vegan
characters.

VeganFlix is on a
mission to bring more
vegan characters to
the web and
the big screen!

STUDIOS PRESENTS: THE GOLDEN BOW

SYNOPSIS
18 year old Samir and his Papa are traveling musicians who have recently arrived in the United Sates. Samir
plays the guitar while his Papa masterfully plays the antique violin that was passed down to him through
generations from his family in Iraq.
Together they impress audiences with their lively and magical musical connection. Soon after arriving in
California, however, Papa must return home to help his ailing sister, leaving Samir suddenly on his own.
Samir befriends street-wise Lux, who apprentices in a popular, funky hair salon. But when her mentor, Vera,
unexpectedly gets sent back to jail after being set-up by Lux's bigoted and violent father, Lux's path to
independence is put into peril. Like Samir, Lux is on her own now too, as she refuses to spend one more night
in her father's rage-filled home.
Lux and Samir join forces to forge a livelihood for themselves and to try and save Vera's shop for when she
returns. Their determined youthful spirit envisions an upgraded all-vegan salon with animal-free products and
live music for patrons. As they launch into adulthood, Lux and Samir's bond grows deeper, even as they battle
the various economic and societal forces that threaten to undermine their path to success.
VEGANFLIX STUDIOS: 510-219-9333 veganﬂix@gmail.com
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$5,000+

CONTACT
*if you're unable to be an early supporter,
please join our public crowdfunder in June!

All we need now is your action

for us to begin
LIGHTS
CAMERA

"ACTION"!

VEGAN!

THANK YOU!
VEGANFLIX STUDIOS: 510-219-9333 veganﬂix@gmail.com
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